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What is MES?

Many manufacturing facilities have created, installed, and are currently operating 
with legacy Manufacturing Execution Systems that are “home-grown” or based on 
outdated or ill-suited technologies.  These traditional legacy systems were 
created out of necessity and mainly focused on:

Production Order Tracking

Labor and/or Inventory Management

Data Collection

These systems are typically rigid because they were built for a specific set of 
requirements and for a manufacturing environment that may or may not still exist. 
Many legacy systems are lacking the ability to provide real-time management and 
control of shop-floor operations and are not flexible enough to handle the ever-
changing plant floor.

As a result, many companies are recognizing their legacy systems no longer 
serve business or IT needs, so they’re left with a critical choice – to upgrade or to 
replace their MES.  As experts in the MES domain, Flexware Innovation helps its 
clients answer evaluate their options and make this important decision. 

Here are the five most common risks manufacturers face when deciding if it’s the 
right time to replace or enhance their legacy system. . . 

introduction
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Legacy MES systems 
(flip-phone) historically 
succeed at gathering 
information to keep 
production running and 
collect required data 
points. However, pulling 
information out for 
analysis or real-time 
assimilation with other 
important events is not a 
readily available function.

Companies with legacy systems are challenged with 
older data models and manufacturing engineering 
needs that have far outpaced the MES’ ability to 
accommodate current operational and business 
environments. So what do you do?  Start over? 
Re-write? Implement off the shelf MES solutions?   

Modern MES solutions (smart phone) enable plant 
managers to access real-time shop floor data which 
optimizes production, supports management 
decision-making, and closes the loop between 
planning, execution and monitoring activities.  
This agile environment allows technical owners to 
adapt to new requirements on the shop floor while 
having real-time visibility into the full lifecycle of 
manufacturing processes.

“Let’s take a look at the data and make 
a strategic decision."#1
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“What if Larry gets hit by a bus, 
or retires?”

Since most legacy systems were originally designed for one-time configuration, 
manufacturers struggle to adapt the system keep pace with the ever-evolving 
operational requirements. Companies are forced to customize and enhance the 
system’s basic functionality by patching interfaces, integrating satellite systems, 
using external reporting tools and other workarounds. 

5

#2

The result of multiple 
systems and custom 
programming is what we 
like to call “spaghetti 
code”. Staffing IT to 
support older applications 
and resulting spaghetti 
code is challenging as IT 
professionals begin to 
retire. The loss of in-house 
knowledge and system 
ownership become major 
challenges.

There also often is an unclear understanding of what department owns the 
manufacturing system. It is IT?  Is it Engineering or maybe Operations?  
What about the quality employee who can write some VBA code in Excel? 

It’s a proactive and strategic business decision for companies to clearly define 
the unique skill-sets required to own and maintain an MES solution. And by 
extending ownership intra-departmentally, a company will empower that group 
to create solution that optimally supports manufacturing operations for the long 
term.
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“Because IT department said we 
had to.”

Global Systems - While your legacy MES solutions may operate 
satisfactorily on a few production lines or with a few products, they may 
not be built for a global roll-out or run across heterogeneous IT 
environments. This negatively affects manufacturing performance.

International Languages – Legacy systems were not necessarily built 
to handle international languages.  As off-shoring continues to take 
place, many manufacturers are looking to leverage their MES solutions 
in international facilities and where the ability to translate language is 
necessary. 

Security Integration - Most legacy systems have their own internal 
user databases and are not integrated into Windows Active Directory 
where security can be more centrally managed.

Analytics and Reporting - Legacy solutions were “purpose built,” and 
not typically designed for data warehousing, and processing real-time 
business intelligence.  When you want to get data out of these systems, 
it probably means talking to the “report developer” and having a custom 
report built which can be an inefficient use of time and resources.

#2
#3

Legacy MES systems were expensive and time-consuming to build…now 
they are old and often incompatible with current IT standards and operating 
systems. 

IT requesting your hardware be brought up modern standards isn’t necessarily a 
bad thing.  While upgrading for important reasons such as security or compliance, 
you can also gain some business benefit. Here are some benefits of upgrading 
systems from a systems administration standpoint:
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Why not keep score in real-time? Why 
not collect this information automatically 
from machines and equipment rather 
than from your valuable human 
resources?  The data is more actionable 
and accurate and can be integrated into 
other systems in real-time.

We would argue that the most widely used MES in the world is Microsoft® 
Excel®.  Since many corporate systems (including MES) are rigid and don’t 
quite do what we want them to do, we create Excel spreadsheets to do what we 
want.

Is this your facility? On the shop floor, manufacturing and quality management 
processes are still widely handled with paper processes. Someone enters data 
into a pre-printed form or data collection sheet, then hands it to someone who 
enters that data into Excel. The data gets tabulated and distributed at some 
point for review many days after the events occurred.

For instance, if we are collecting 
consumption information, we can 
transact against a MRP module 
or other Kanban or 
replenishment signal in real-time 
rather than at the end of the 
shift/day/schedule, etc.

MES stands for “Microsoft Excel 
Spreadsheet”

#2
#4
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Lack of continuous 
improvement opportunities

Most manufacturing engineers, 
continuous improvement teams and 
operational leaders spend considerable 
time collecting, analyzing, and massaging 
data from various systems in order to 
know what projects to tackle next.  

By utilizing some modern Business 
Intelligence capabilities like the ones 
found with Microsoft SQL Server 
databases, a modern MES solution can 
give these teams real-time analysis 
capabilities of current operating 
conditions.  

Imagine the ability to “slice and dice” 
production information by shift, 
product, line, operator, team and 
revision. With legacy systems, this 
analysis can take days or weeks. 

By organizing data proactively and 
strategically and building tools that 
team leads can utilize without being 
a database expert, continuous 
improvement teams can experience 
a quantum leap in performance 
analysis versus the tools commonly 
available in legacy systems.

5

#5
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If your MES System is no longer meeting your business or it needs, you have 
options. Deciding to make changes to your legacy system is not always a black 
or white answer. While cost and risk of upgrading or replacing the mission-critical 
plant information system is large, the cost and risk of doing nothing is high as 
well. If you’re leaning towards making a change, here are some tips to consider:

What’s the best MES solution for you?
COTS (Commercial-off-the-Shelf) vs. Custom

COTS (Commercial-off-the-Shelf) — A COTS solution may make 
sense if you have very common processes and a modern ERP.  
Depending on your industry, a COTS MES solution can bring best 
practices and a level of compliance that is difficult to achieve with 
custom solutions.  The ability to propagate or “roll out” a COTS 
solution may also be a strong advantage to consider.

Custom - If you have a legacy MES, MOM, or Data Collection 
system, especially a custom-built solution, you are probably used to 
the specific functionality that system provides. In other words, you 
built the system to accommodate your processes, not the other way 
around. Consider upgrading to modern software and database 
technology while leveraging that code-base and functionality.  A 
strong consideration of a custom solution is the lifetime cost of the 
solution due to the reduced costs of software licenses and 
maintenance costs.

Option 1: COTS (Commercial-off-the-Shelf) 
vs. Custom MES?

conclusion
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What if you’re not ready to replace your entire 
MES system, but need to make a small change?

Add-on Functionality – If your system is compliant and 
working fine for your operations, but lacks real-time 
analytics and visibility, consider adding Business 
Intelligence functionality to give your continuous 
improvement teams more actionable data.

Finally, if you’re not happy with your current MES system, then consider doing 
more research and/or hiring an internal or external “steward” to help you weigh 
the pros and cons of making a change. MES solutions can be complex, but by 
hiring an internal or external “steward” to research solutions, companies can 
minimize risks. The stewards defined should have deep process knowledge, 
understand the history of the solution, and be ready and able to move the 
solution forward as business needs change.

Option 2: Add-On Functionality
conclusion
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increase productivity improve product quality

minimize downtime enhance process efficiency

reduce costs  accomplish business goals

About Flexware Innovation

We are technology integrators who help forward thinkers in manufacturing 
industries build comprehensive and long-lasting solutions with ease.

Flexware Innovation is the go-to engineering firm for high-potential 
manufacturers, helping forward thinkers in manufacturing and related industries 
build comprehensive and long-lasting solutions with ease.

Founded in 1996, our highly-skilled teams of dedicated professionals work side-
by-side with customers to leverage technology to solve real business problems by 
providing best-in-class software development, automation engineering, 
manufacturing systems integration, business intelligence solutions, Internet of 
Things (IoT) devices and specialized product development.
Our passion is helping our customers avoid costly architectural mistakes and 
design, architect, and build solutions that stand the test of time. When it comes to 
manufacturing IT and engineering, we don’t just get it done, we get it done right.

Our Automotive, Consumer Goods, Discrete & Industrial, Energy, Food & 
Beverage, Life Science, and Steel & Metal industries successes include: 

317.813.5400  |   9128 technology lane, fishers, in 46038
www.flexwareinnovation.com

http://www.flexwareinnovation.com


Our company has had a long 
history with Flexware. Flexware 
delivered many successful HMI/
SCADA solutions in our facility in 
the late 1990’s. Most recently, 
Flexware is delivering a full MES 
solution to our facility and is 
instrumental in the start-up of 2 
brand new manufacturing lines. 
Their technical expertise, vision, 
and work ethic are second to 
none.”

-MES Program Manager

Discrete Manufacturer

We partnered with Flexware Innovation because of their expertise in the field of 
MES, their relationship and involvement with MESA, and their familiarity with ISA 
standards in this area. Flexware helped us articulate our requirements by educating 
our teams on what MES is, and how it can benefit our business. We believe it has 
been a great benefit to have a trusted advisor looking out for our best interest 
throughout this process. Our selection process has been very enlightening and 
educational due to help we received from Flexware's professionals." 

-Director of Manufacturing

Life Science Manufacturer

Flexware Innovation helped educate us 
on the benefits of MES.  We chose to 
implement a Commercial Off-the-Shelf 
(COTS) MES product with a global 
professional services firm.  Our 
experience with the larger firm, and the 
resulting solution we have today falls 
short of meeting our needs.  We are now 
partnering with Flexware for future 
phases of our MES design and 
rollouts.  I am confident that we would 
have been much further ahead if we 
would have partnered with Flexware 3 
years ago.”

-IT Manager
Discrete Manufacturer

““

“
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